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KUWAIT: Jean-Philippe Courtois -President, Microsoft International (left), with journalists. — Photos by Yasser Al-Zayyat

By Islam Al-Sharaa

KUWAIT: As a cloud-based company,
Microsoft is bringing the best innovations -
boosting productivity with the Office 365
platform, and building intelligent services
with smart connections, agents and inter-
nal scenarios, said  Jean-Philippe Courtois -
President, Microsoft International, during
an exclusive interview with the Kuwait
Times.  Talking about the new technolo-

gies, he explained how Microsoft is
enabling businesses of various sizes to
become digital and spoke about the com-
pany’s strong partnership with government
authorities in Kuwait. Excerpts:

Kuwait Times: Can you explain how
Microsoft is at the forefront of today’s
digital and cloud transformation? 

Jean-Philippe Courtois: We are clearly
growing as a cloud-based company, and
are enabling businesses of various sizes to
become digital. In order to achieve this, we

are bringing the best innovations - boost-
ing productivity with the Office 365 plat-
form, and building intelligent services with
smart connections, agents, internal scenar-
ios. We are also advancing the accessibility
and capabilities of personal computing to
any application and any device, and the
most interesting of these is the innovative
interface of Hololens, which puts the cus-
tomer into an immersive virtual world to
interact with content or each other.

KT: Can you elaborate on how
Microsoft empowers public sector in
Kuwait to leverage cloud solution in cut-
ting down on cost?

Courtois: We have a strong partnership
with the government authorities in Kuwait.
A great example of this is our work with the
Ministry of Finance to digitize its forms and
processes using Microsoft Cloud. The Central
Agency for Information Technology (CAIT)
as well is a very important government body
using Cloud, and the Ministry of Education is
a great example as well. We have helped var-
ious public authorities in Kuwait to leverage
the cloud and do more with less. 

KT: How Microsoft is supporting Kuwait
government’s future growth plans?

Courtois: We believe that growth is
enabled by using and leveraging the core of
innovation and combining the cloud with
business agility principles. We see this
approach as fitting well with the national
growth agenda, and will help the Kuwait
economy. This unified approach will help
and ignite youth and entrepreneurs, young
developers, and the start-up community.
There is a wealth of great skills and human
capital in Kuwait that needs to be ignited
and we work with them as well. We also see
efficiencies that we can bring to the table for
existing natural resources companies (Oil
and Gas) to do an even better job - at lower
cost - with the help of the cloud. For the gov-
ernment, the focus is in helping them to be

more efficient in serving citizens and offering
new services, specifically around e-
Government and its immense possibilities. 

KT:  What are Microsoft’s long-term
investment goals in research and com-
mitment to product innovation?

Courtois: As a company, we are one of
the largest product innovators in terms of
investment, spending more than $10 bil-
lion annually. One of the biggest focus
areas is innovation in the cloud and its
potential. Some of our newer services can
be extremely sector-specific, for example,
an Oil & Gas company can connect their
drilling engines, capture all the data on
seismic exploration, and can ultimately pre-
dict what the outcome of the drilling
would be, from a production and a finan-
cial perspective. All of this means that there
is a lot of innovation we do, to provide
solutions, services, and platforms to cus-
tomers and developers. We will consistent-
ly grow our innovation investments global-
ly, and in the Gulf states, we will use and

leverage these investments for futuristic
solutions relevant to the Government, the
business community, and the youth.

KT: Explain how Microsoft helps cre-
ate new technologies that explore the
frontiers of next-generation computing.

Courtois: The Hololens is a perfect
example of how we help create new tech-
nologies that explore - and redefine - the
frontiers of next-generation computing.
With our vision for Hololens, we are provid-
ing a developer kit. It is not a consumer
product yet, but we are sure that it is just a
matter of time. We are looking at the vari-
ous applications that the technology can
have, from designing new cars and new
engines for jets, to internal collaboration
for people of the same company but in dif-
ferent countries. We believe that there is
immense potential with all of our technolo-
gy, not only what is immediately evident.
This is where we have the edge in terms of
innovation - finding unique and innovative
applications for technology.

Microsoft: Bringing the best 

innovations with Office 365

Hololens puts customer into an immersive virtual world 

MEXICO CITY: For two decades, Noe Sanchez
sent money from California to his father in
Mexico City through storefront outlets of tradi-
tional remittance firms such as Western Union.
Now he grabs his smartphone and uses
Remitly, one of several new competing mobile
apps promoting cheap and quick international
transfers. Sanchez quickly got over his initial
unease of sending money through an unfamil-
iar company.

“If it goes badly, I’ll cancel it and try anoth-
er,” said Sanchez, a 44-year-old Mexican techni-
cal support professional in Oakland. Founded
in 2011 and backed by Amazon.com Inc Chief
Executive Jeff Bezos’s venture capital arm,
Remitly is among a vanguard of financial tech-
nology, or fintech, companies targeting what
they view as an underserved immigrant mar-
ket - traditionally disregarded as high-risk and
low-margin.

The upstart firms - along with expanding
digital and mobile options from Western
Union Co and MoneyGram International Inc -
are helping immigrants deepen their roots in
the United States at a time when incendiary
anti-immigration rhetoric dominates national
politics. Presumptive Republican presidential
nominee Donald Trump recently attacked
remittances from illegal immigrants as a form
of “welfare” for Mexicans. Trump threatened to
impound such money transfers unless Mexico
agreed to pay up to $10 billion for his pro-
posed wall on the southern US border. Many
emerging companies in the fast-growing fin-
tech sector, by contrast, view financial services
for immigrants as an untapped source of rev-
enue. They include remittance apps, such as
Remitly, TransferWise and Xoom - an early
player bought last year by PayPal Holdings Inc
for $890 million - along with companies such
as Lendup and Oportun, which lend to high-

risk borrowers. “We’re part of a community of
companies that is helping (immigrant) cus-
tomers understand the landscape of financial
services” in the US, said Raul Vazquez, chief
executive of Oportun.

GLOBAL CASH FLOW
It remains unclear whether Trump’s cam-

paign attacks represent a real threat to the
remittance industry. He proposes regulating
remittance firms through US anti-terrorism
laws that now apply to banks and other finan-
cial institutions. The plan has been criticized in
part because of the difficulty in differentiating
between the transfers of legal and illegal
immigrants. “Good luck with that,” US President
Barack Obama quipped, reacting to Trump’s
proposal at a recent news conference. Trump’s
campaign did not respond to request for com-
ment from Reuters.

Many financial technology companies
expect a continuing boom in cross-border
transfers and other financial services for US.
immigrants. According to the World Bank,
remittances to Mexico totaled nearly $25 bil-
lion in 2015, their highest level since 2008.
Globally, nearly $600 billion is transferred each
year. The World Bank reported that 700 million
people opened bank accounts globally
between 2011 and 2014 - making them more
likely to use financial technology - and about 2
billion more people remained unbanked, rep-
resenting huge growth potential.

Immigrant communities increasingly access
financial services through phones. Thirteen
percent of Latinos in the US are dependent on
smartphones as their only source of internet
access, compared to just 4 percent of white
people, according to a 2015 Pew study. Those
trends play into the strategy of remittance
apps like Remitly and Xoom. Many other finan-

cial tech firms are private and not required to
share financial results, but some claim fast
growth in customers or revenue when releas-
ing selective data. Remitly said it transferred
five times the amount of money in the first
quarter of 2016 as it did in the same period a
year earlier. The company said it recently sur-
passed $1 billion in annual transfers. Western
Union, a $9.36-billion public company,
acknowledged new threats in its 2015 annual
report. “We are seeing increased competition
from, and increased market acceptance of,
electronic, mobile, and Internet-based money
transfer services,” the company told investors.

In a statement to Reuters, the company

said the transfer industry is teeming with new
players and that competition had contributed
to falling prices. Western Union’s digital money
transfer sales reached about $300 million in
2015, and the company expects online and
mobile transfers to be a “major driver of overall
remittance market growth,” it said.

Arjan Schutte, the CEO of fintech investor
Core Innovation Capital, said he’d seen more
than 100 different business plans for compa-
nies wanting to disrupt Western Union or
Moneygram, but that’s “not nearly enough rel-
ative to the market opportunity.”

ECONOMIES OF SCALE
Smaller financial technology companies

can be flexible in crafting creative solutions to
serve customers on the margins, said Lisa
McFarland, an executive vice president at Ingo
Money, which charges between 1 and 4 per-
cent to deposit paychecks through a mobile
app. McFarland previously worked at Visa Inc
setting up prepaid products for the immigrant
market. She said more established financial
companies have long struggled to serve lower-
income markets because of high development
costs and low profit margins.

“The problems have to be solved, in many
cases, in unique ways,” she said. “That’s what
opens the door to technology players.”
Oportun and Lendup, for instance, use their
own underwriting formulas rather than tradi-
tional credit scores to underwrite risky borrow-
ers, and they offer declining interest rates over
time for those who pay reliably.

The alternative online lending sector as a
whole has faced new scrutiny in recent
months in the wake of scandals at industry
leader Lending Club. But Lendup says its cus-
tomer base of half a million borrowers is grow-
ing at 15 percent per month. — Reuters

Financial tech startups compete for 

overlooked US immigrant market

AMSTERDAM: Dutch businesswoman,
former politician and European commis-
sioner, Neelie Kroes, reacts as she tries
on a Virtual Reality (VR) headset during
the StartupDelta at the Startup Fest
Europe in Amsterdam yesterday. — AFP

Many users still use 

only one password for

all accounts, Kaspersky

Lab quiz shows

DUBAI: Testing of user cyber savviness carried out by
Kaspersky Lab has demonstrated that many people are
still not sufficiently careful about their passwords. Only 38
percent create strong new passwords for each account,
while one in seven (14 percent) has just one password for
all accounts. These users risk having several accounts
simultaneously compromised in the event of a data leak.

The level of risk is not much lower for those who use
just a few passwords for a larger number of accounts (36
percent) and those who use variations of the same pass-
word pattern (12 percent). What further complicates the
situation is that, according to another Kaspersky Lab sur-
vey, one user in 10 comes up with passwords that are less
than eight characters in length, while 12 percent do not
try to make their passwords more difficult to guess by
using, for instance, upper-case letters, numbers mixed
with letters, punctuation signs or other similar tricks.

To make matters worse, the study also revealed that
consumers are putting the safety at risk by storing their
passwords in easy to access or unsecure places. Over half
(57 percent) of respondents admitted they kept their
passwords on a piece of paper, on their phones, in text
files on their computers, or saved them in the browser.
And when the browser offers to save a login and pass-
word, a third (36 percent) are ready to agree, thus playing
into the hands of cybercriminals or dishonest people who
may get hold of their device.

This careless attitude towards passwords can be
explained by many users being convinced they have no
confidential information stored on their computers. This
is what 27 percent of respondents believe, without realiz-
ing that passwords and logins are in themselves a favorite
target of cybercriminals. In addition, one more Kaspersky
Lab’s recent study showed that 73 percent of users would
rather reveal their passwords than go without underwear.
As a result, an alarming 25 percent of those users sur-
veyed have had their accounts hijacked in the last year.

“Unfortunately, many people don’t have a very good
understanding of the scale of Internet threats and are not
serious enough about protecting their personal data
online, significantly increasing the risk of losing it,” explains
David Emm, Principal Security Researcher at Kaspersky Lab.
“A strong password that differs for each account is an
important basic element of protecting your digital identity.
You can think of and apply a single algorithm to create
passwords which are not easily cracked but which you can
easily remember. There are also special programs that
make creating and storing passwords easier.”

Dealing with passwords can be made much easier
with Kaspersky Password Manager, which is included in
Kaspersky Total Security - multi-device. Kaspersky
Password Manager creates strong passwords, stores them
securely, and automatically synchronizes and inserts
passwords on all of the user’s devices. 

French investigators 

raid Google’s Paris 

HQ over tax case

PARIS: French investigators raided Google’s Paris head-
quarters yesterday as part of a probe over tax payments, a
source close to the finance ministry told Reuters.
Investigators have been probing Google’s offices in central
Paris since 0500 am (0300 GMT), said the source, who
declined to be named.

“A raid is underway at Google’s,” the source said, confirm-
ing a report in French daily Le Parisien. About 100 investiga-
tors are part of the raid, Le Parisien wrote. A spokesman for
Google was not immediately available for comment. France,
Britain and other countries have long complained at the
way Google, Yahoo! and other digital giants generate profits
in their countries but have their tax base in other countries,
where corporate tax rates are far lower.

France is seeking some 1.6 billion euros ($1.79 billion) in
back taxes from US Internet giant Google, criticised for its
use of aggressive tax optimisation techniques, another
finance ministry source had said in February. Google had in
January agreed to pay 130 million pounds in back taxes to
Britain, prompting criticism from opposition lawmakers
and campaigners. — Reuters 

PARIS: Members of the press stand outside the Paris
offices of US Internet giant Google yesterday in Paris,
as police carry out a search as part of a tax fraud inves-
tigation. — AFP

Apple boss Tim Cook: 

Apps are future of TV

AMSTERDAM: Apple CEO Tim Cook said yesterday that
apps are the future of television and that the company
wants to help change the entertainment industry. Cook
was speaking at a meeting of tech and other startups in
Amsterdam, two months after Apple announced software
enhancements for its TV system, Apple TV, and knocked
$50 off the price of its smart watch.

Since launching Apple TV, “it’s clear to us as we pull that
string that there’s a lot left to do and we’d like to be a catalyst
in changing the world of entertainment,” said Cook, whose
company already radically changed the music industry with
its iTunes store. The Apple boss told a meeting in the Dutch
capital that the Apple Watch also should become a vital tool
for wearers to keep a check on their health.

“The holy grail of the watch is being able to monitor
more and more of what’s going on in your body,” he said.
“It’s not possible technologically to do it today to the
degree that we can imagine it, but it will be.” Cook said that
health is a field Apple is focused on now and into the
future. In March it announced CareKit, a set of tools for
developers who create mobile apps for medical use. Such
apps could help patients monitor chronic conditions such
Parkinson’s disease and share that data with their doctors.

Apple remains the world’s most valuable company, but
sales of both its iPhones and iPads have been falling as con-
sumers increasingly hold off on upgrading their devices.
That sales slowdown is the main reason Apple’s stock has
fallen by nearly 30 percent during the past year. —AP

Jean-Philippe Courtois speaks 
during the interview.


